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MASSIVE COMPILATION WITH NEW AND EXCLUSIVE SCENE MUSIC
The Sound of SceneSat Volume 1

The people behind SceneSat Radio had a dream. A dream to bring the awesome music of the scene to a wider 
audience, a dream to show those who claim that all those hours in front of a computer never amounted to anything 
that out of those grueling hours came not only careers and carpal tunnel syndromes but beauty.. 
 
..and now that dream has come true.

The SceneSat team has brought together some of the most brilliant arrangers and composers of the scene to 
create a compilation which will show the multi-faceted world of scene music, to celebrate the launch of the station 
and to show people what they can expect from the scene today and in the future.

A wide range of musicians have participated to create a compilation filled with musical styles ranging from 
minimalistic electronica to floaty ambient through hard core metal via British indie to anthemic trance and heavy 
goa, making this one of the most versatile and intriguing collections of scene music ever to be released.

Contributing to the compilation are such scene luminaries as Jeroen Tel (Maniacs of Noise), Jogeir 
Liljedahl, Drax (Vibrants), DHS (The SoundWavers), PsychNerD, Cordis, E:Mortal, 
Thermostatic, Ugress, Dafunk, moog, Swave, Keito, Willbe and many, many more. 

The compilation will premiere live during the launch show on SceneSat Radio on February 7th and will be available for download starting March 1st, 2009.

About SceneSat Radio 
SceneSat Radio is a webradio that aims to cover the demoscene and its surroundings - people, productions, parties and anything contributing 
to the scene - broadcasting live shows and scene music 24/7/365.
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